AG BUSINESS

Bovine Elite, LLC:

A Need Met, A Dream

Fulfilled

C

arl Rugg, President
and owner of Bovine
Elite, LLC had a
vision and a dream
set for himself in the
mid 1990s, one that
he was destined to fulfill. That vision
started whenever Granada Incorporated closed its doors in 1991, giving
Rugg a reason to fulfill his vision and
create his own company.
In 1985 after working in Colorado,
Rugg moved back to Texas to work for
an agricultural-biotech firm named
Granada, which was headquartered in
Houston, Texas. His job description
was to design, build, and manage the
Sire Services Division for the company
in Wheelock, Texas.
In order to continue with the
livelihood in which he became
successful, it was necessary for him to
begin his own business. To do this, he
bought the rolling assets of the Sire
Services Division of Granada, which
included semen tanks, equipment,
furnishings, and inventory.
Rugg said many of his opportunities
came through his job with Granada.
Through his work with the company,
he was able to travel around the
United States and Latin America,
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allowing him to gain the skills and
experience he would need to start his
own company.
When asked about the name Bovine
Elite, Rugg stated “the name came to
him in the middle of the night.” It
fits perfectly with a company whose
mission is to help the industry utilize
elite sires.
During his first years of being in
business, Rugg would spend late
nights at the office making sure
customer’s needs were fulfilled and
brainstorming ways he could make the
company better.
He incorporated into a limited
liability company in 1991.
“It was difficult to make things
function for the first three years,” said
Rugg.
For example, during the early stages,
an entire employee’s job was devoted
to getting liquid nitrogen and keeping
the semen tanks full by going over
to Producers Cooperative in Bryan,
Texas on a frequent basis. Rugg said
that space was pretty tight in their
first location. Officing out of and
containing equipment in a small 1500
square foot space, made everyday tasks
difficult for Bovine Elite at first.

EXPANSION AND GROWTH
It wasn’t until 1994 that Bovine
Elite, LLC relocated to their current
property on Longmire Drive in
College Station, Texas, where they
occupy a 5000 square foot space.
Here they have plenty of room to host
classes and meetings, house semen
tanks and A.I. equipment, and have
comfortable offices.
This workspace combines all of the
components necessary to collaborate
and create a great place to continue to
build the business.
Rugg described the new location as
a game changer.
“Things had to be done differently
at that time, in the beginning stages
of the company, but opening up the
new facility in 1995 was a great way to
expand the business,” said Rugg.
Bovine Elite was one of the first in
their line of business to build a website
dedicated to selling bovine semen and
A.I. products to cattle breeders. This
was an extremely innovative step for
Bovine Elite, as many other semen
and A.I. marketing companies did not
have much of a web presence in the
mid 1990s.

Hard work, a great support staff, and staying ahead of the
competition has taken Bovine Elite, LLC to new heights in
recent years. The future looks bright for Carl Rugg’s dream.
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The current Bovine Elite website
includes a great deal of data, and is
currently in a transition phase. Rugg
said they’re working on making
the website more mobile and user
friendly and visually attractive.
The website covers all aspects of
their business from buying semen,
and A.I. certificates to promoting
new genetics, providing bull
information, and keeping customers
updated on classes and pertinent
industry information.
Rugg has been a hands-on owner,
playing an integral role in every
aspect of his business. In doing this,
he said that he thoroughly embraces
the client contact and the constant
opportunity to work with good bulls
and people who have prominent
cattle breeding programs.
Bovine Elite has grown to have
numerous global contacts by both
exporting and importing semen. Of
his diverse accomplishments, Rugg is
very proud to share that Bovine Elite
is the largest source of Charolais
genetics in the country. This grew
out of Rugg’s admiration for the
Charolais breed.
Rugg shared that attending multiple
cattle shows is a great source and
opportunity to see what is new in the
industry and to stay current on which
bulls are and will be the next great
herd sire prospects. He also relies on
his Sire Procurement Manager and
the rest of his staff to stay current and
be open to new opportunities for new
sires and products that will help cattle
breeders manage and improve their
herds.

A.I. CLINICS
Rugg started conducting A.I. clinics
at Granada and soon recognized that
it was an integral part of the business.
The main reason Bovine Elite does
these clinics is to help cattlemen and
cattlewomen gain skills to improve
their operations and their genetics.
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“We enjoy meeting new people,
hearing about their cattle and
experiences and making new
friendships that transition into long
lasting relationships for our business,”
said Rugg.
During these A.I. clinics, the
participants have classroom work daily
and work with up to 19 fresh cows
each day in order to apply what they
have learned during the clinic.
“We will conduct A.I. clinics as
long as we possibly can,” said Rugg.
Interested breeders and customers
have to register early because the
clinics fill up well in advance; their
June clinic is already completely
booked. They allow 24 participants
per clinic, which span four days;
beginning on a Tuesday and ending on
a Friday.
In October of 2011, Rugg and
Dr. L.R. Sprott from Texas A&M
University had the opportunity to
travel internationally to the Cayman
Islands Government Agriculture

Facility to do an onsite A.I. clinic.
During this clinic, they trained 11
producers in A.I. procedures. This
trip was a great opportunity to share
knowledge, training, and insight with
international breeders. Bovine Elite
still ships semen and supplies to these
cattle breeders today.

LOOKING AHEAD
One way that Rugg is always trying
to stay current in the business is by
looking for those particular bulls that
are in demand by different breeds
of cattle. He noted the importance
of staying in touch with different
breeders to see what bulls are “in” and
always being cognizant of what might
be the next great herd sire.
Along with staying on the cutting
edge, Rugg has never lost sight of
staying service oriented and treating
clients with kindness and respect. This
is the number one priority for Bovine
Elite and his entire staff. If certain

semen is not available or in stock for
a client, Rugg, and the Bovine Elite
staff, work
diligently
to make the
client aware of
the situation,
offering
alternative
solutions,
suggestions or
information
on when that
product will
be back in
stock.
One way
Rugg has
always tried
to make
Bovine Elite
the best that
it could be was by making lists on
how to improve the company. Rugg
also credits Bovine Elite’s success to

his staff that continue to represent the
company in a professional manner
and continue to be
proactive in keeping
the business
growing.
Bovine Elite has
also employed the
marketing services
of Ranch House
Designs to keep
the company on
the cutting edge
of advertising
their products and
services.
“We have utilized
Rachel and her
staff at Ranch
House Designs for
a number of years
for Sire Directory
Publications, Breed Journal ads, email
blasts and guidance on promoting the
business.”

Rugg anticipates the website
redesign that Ranch House is
completing to be a great asset for
Bovine Elite, LLC.
“Ranch House Designs is a very
talented group of people and I
appreciate their insight and marketing
talents,” said Rugg.
He noted that staying current
through actively using social media
has provided another avenue for
Bovine Elite to grow. He and his staff
are anticipating the new Bovine Elite
website to be released in the near
future.
Rugg used to stay up at night
making lists on how to improve
Bovine Elite. That spirit of always
striving to be better and continuing to
evolve within the industry has made
Bovine Elite a successful business over
the last 27 years.
His vision and lists have served him
well.
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